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PROBLEM AREAS FOR

	

'
BEGINNING TEACHERS
"INSTANT" TEACHERS

A new teacher's teaching skills and expertise are minimal . Experience
gained during teaching practice may have been in completely different
areas from those in which the new appointee is required to teach .
Further, the type of supervision offered to trainees during teaching
practice by experienced teachers cannot generally occur during the
first few months of teaching .

SIZE AND NATURE OF THE TEACHING LOAD

A. Newly Appointed Primary'Teachers

It is appreciated that all schools vary in size and complexity of
organization, but newly appointed teachers to primary schools will
have less difficulty in establishing effective classroom routine if
they can be assigned to single Year Level classes rather than
composite _groups . The size of the class should be comparatively
small .

The young teachers will be more successful too if he/she is not given
the 'new-intake' Year 1 children or Year 7 . Where children are
grouped according to ability levels, the newly appointed teacher will
face many problems if given either the group of low achievers or
high achievers .

The amount of time spent on preparation needs to be monitored by the
Senior Staff and time must be spent with the new teacher to
familiarize him or her with curricula, ways of planning and
organizing topics for a full year, and methods of preparing subject
matter and material aids .

	

In order that the classroom work load is
lessened and more effective use is made of the teacher's time
the newly appointed teacher should be advised by Senior Staff as
to ways of including the Ancillary Staff in the classroom activities .

B . Newly Appointed Secondary Teachers

It may not be appreciated that wereas it would be regarded as most
unreasonable to ask an experienced teacher to undertake S or 6 new
subjects in the one year, this is what may be demanded of the newly
appointed teacher . In order to cope with the sheer bulk of work the
conscientious teacher must either work unreasonably long hours or
skimp on lesson preparation, marking, etc . The latter course of
action tends to create more classroom problems and feelings of deep
personal dissatisfaction, which arise from performing at a level
well below one's best .

Repetitions in the teaching load which are often not welcomed by the
more experienced teacher are much appreciated by the newly appointed
secondary teacher as it not only reduces the amount of preparation
but also gives the opportunity to rectify errors and omissions while
they are still fresh in the beginning teachers'mind .



lesson preparation and demands of administration made on the class
teacher are a source of concern . The practice of pairing the new
teacher with an experienced colleague to share duties and responsibili-
ties has proved an effective way of minimising this problem. The
precise method of achieving this pairing will be determined by the
organization of a particular school .

INADEQUATE HELP FROM WITHIN THE SCHOOL

Most young teachers appreciate and need more positive and direct super-
vision of their work during their first year . Help should be given
freely rather than being available on request as many younq teachers
feel that approaches for help are an admission of inadequacy and in-
competence . Some newly appointed teachers find themselves having to
construct their own programmes of work with little or no guidance .
Many are not made aware of the avenues of help available to them both
from within and from without the school, e .q . observation visits,
consultation with regional seniors, visits of subject consultants,
advisory teachers and so on .

ACCOMMODATION PROBLEMS IN COUNTRY AREAS

Unsuitable living conditions are often a r!ajor cause of dissatisfaction
among beginning teachers . Remoteness and personal problems which arise
from this situation need to be watched .

DISCIPLINE AND CLASS CONTROL

The increasing informality and diversity of instructional methods create
many problems . The necessity for effective control, in order to pursue
new methods and approaches, is often not appreciated by the young
teacher . Many teachers are given impressive lists of what not to do or
permit in a class but receive little positive advice . The confidence and
discipline of many teachers is destroyed in the first few weeks, in
schools where the allocation of subjects and the construction of a time-
table does not occur promptly . The use of bridging courses from year
to year gives a positive guide to the young teacher during this period .

OTHER PROBLEMS

* One of the most difficult tasks confronting Principals or Deputies in
the area of staff relationships is that of understanding how younq
teachers actually perceive themselves and their roles . Considerable
effort is required to know and appreciate the differences in point
of view .

* Many young teachers are concerned about their inability to motivate
students .

* Establishing suitable standards for student work requires more
explicit help from experienced staff than is often realised .

CLASS TEAC1IEP DUTIES

Most young teachers experience difficulty in establishing an effective
routine and organization and in acquiring the necessary knowledge of
administrative detail . Conflict between the necessity of adequate



SUGGESTIONS

Those involved with the induction of beginning teachers could consider
the following suggestions in formulating their programme .

*

	

It is unwise, indeed unfair, to assume that beginning teachers
are familiar with matters involved in the day to day running of
a school .

They ARE beginners .

*

	

The initiative should come from the school administration, not
the reverse . " My door is always open" is just not enough . The
new staff member must be made aware that the administration IS
approachable .

*

	

A warm introduction to the school will let the beginning teacher
know that he or she is wanted not only professionally but also
as a person .

Seminars, discussion groups and person to person encounters should
be held rather than lectures .

*

	

The initial programme should reflect the immediate concern of
beginning teachers - "How am I going to manager in a classroom?"
- rather than masses of information deemed important by the school
administration .

*

	

The induction programme will continue for most of the year .

*

	

In secondary schools every effort should be made to ensure that
beginning teachers have no more than three sets of lessons to
prepare . They do not mind teaching the same lesson twice a day .
Large numbers of consecutive lessons with the same class should
be avoided .

*

	

Many beginning teachers look for some sort of evaluation of the
work they are doing.

	

"How well am I going?" ; "Am I getting the
message across?" ; "Is there a better way of going it?" Senior
staff have a major responsibility here .



*

	

Class teachers should have experienced 'back-up' teachers, if
possible, especially in Art, Craft, P .E . and so on .

*

	

During the first few days avoid over-exposure to any one croup
of students .

*

	

Establish clearly defined lines of communication for the new
teachers (e .q . pair off with a more experienced person ; ensure
that seniors know and carry out their responsibilities) .

r

*

	

Work programmes should be clear and specific .

*

	

Consider early observation visits or visits by Advisory Teachers .

*

	

Where possible, bridaina courses and similar 'hand-out' type
material should be available to them durinq the first weeks so
that they can concentrate on establishing relationships with
their classes .

*

	

In the country especially, keep an interest in their living
circumstances and social contacts . Are they lonely?

*

	

Important people in the induction process will be senior staff
and teachers in their second and third years of service .

*

	

Beginning teachers should not be qiven difficult classes . However,
an induction programme that is too structured could 'smother'them .



THE FOUR PHASES

A successful induction programme while of necessity being a continuing
activity may be regarded as consisting of four stages or phases .

PHASE ONE - PRE-APPOINTMENT

ASSUMPTION

At the end of their final year of tertiary study students :

(a) receive the "On Appointment" Handbook printed by the
Education Department

(b) visit the school to which they have been appointed

or

in the case of some country schools, meet either the
Principal or Deputy in their school, in Adelaide or
in a Regional Office .

There are two aspects of this part of the induction process :

"

	

the preparation of teachers, particularly of Senior Staff,
before the arrival of new teachers, for the part they will play .

"

	

the programme of the beginning teacher's visit to the school .

The preparation of Senior Staff and other involved

"

	

they should be made familiar with the contents of this handbook
and be convinced of the value of the induction process .

"

	

the specific roles of the Deputy Principal and other involved
should be carefully worked out and clarified . The size and
nature of the establishment will be an important factor in
determining roles . Generally a Deputy should be initiator and
coordinator of the work .

A PROGRAMME FOR THE SCHOOL VISIT

It is vital that the first contact the appointee has with the school
be warm and friendly and aimed at reducing anxieties which could
exist or arise .



"

	

The day might include :

- A meeting with Principals and Deputies

- A meeting with the Senior staff who, amona other things,
could involve two other teachers with whom the beginner
is likely to be closely associated

- a period with a teacher of one or two years' experience
- just to let them talk

- (in the country) a,drive around the town

- an invitation to a half-day prior to the full staff
induction programme (see next phase)

- final meeting with the Principal

- a tour of the school

- a duplicated plan of the school

- a copy of bell times

- the personal information form for the school

- appointment slips and salary payment procedures, (consider :
concessional income, tax rebate, health schemes)

- accommodation

- personal interests and opportunities for pursuing them in the
community and in the school

- appropriate staff dress

- professional responsibility

- an introduction to the community from which the school draws
its population

- a list of school personnel who can be contacted during the
holidays

- an indication of subjects and levels which the beginner will
teach

- some books, programmes, prepared material

- a statement of classroom management

- a brief statement of the philosophy of the school .

8



Every effort should be made not to take up too much of the day on
'official matters ' . The interaction with people, suggested in the
programme, is the most valuable part of the day for, among other
things, it will ensure that the beginner know people when the new
year begins . He/she will also have opportunities to talk to these
people about items of concern .

If the following arrangements can be made before the end of the school
year, the introduction of beginning teachers to their job will be
more successful .

1 . A simple timetable to operate until the proper one is ready .

2 . Class lists and temporary rolls drawn up .

3 . Provisional class teachers and where appropriate deputy class
teachers appointed .

4 . The Book issue system ready .

5 . Bridging course material prepared so that all classes can
begin work on first morning .

6 . Preparation of senior staff and others to be involved in
the induction programme .

7 . Preparation of the staff programme for Thursday and Friday
before school resumes (including allocation of key
responsibilities) .

8 . A diary for all staff of important things to do during the
first week .

An Informal Soc ial G athering Prior to Start of School

Principals may consider the desirability of inviting all staff new
to the school to a _gathering prior to the start of the year .
In some schools, the Wednesday afternoon of the last week of the
holidays has proved a popular choice .

At this informal meeting the aim
should be to make new staff feet welcome



In

PHASE TWO - STAFF INDUCTION DAYS

ASSUMPTTONS

(a) The school will know how much of the pre-appointment programme
beginners have had .

(b) The school has completed as many of the suggestions (1) - (8)
as fits its situation (see p . 9) .

(c) The days are not to be too heavy, (how and where the lunch period
is spent may be a valuable part of the programme) but will
concentrate on items aimed at gettinq the school functioning
efficiently, as quickly as possible .

(d) On Thursday introduce new members to a 'paired' member of staff .

(e) The aim is to involve beginning teachers in the normal social
activity of staff .

While beginning teachers will be involved in the normal induction
activities for all staff, they should have possibly two periods a
day when they are a separate group and can consider matters peculiar
to them as people new to teaching.

THE FULL STAFF PROGRAMME could include

Roles and responsibilities ; communication, professional conduct ;
duties of seniors, legal matters, role of L .S .M . ; induction of
new teachers .

- book distribution system .

school organisation and routines .

- teaching allocation .

school policy on discipline .

special aspects of a particular school, e .g . buses, canteen, parental
expectations and so on .

- faculty meetings, year level meetings, special group meetings .

The programme specifically for beginning teachers may include reference
to :

problems and questions arisinq from the 1001 items already piled
upon them.

reactions to teaching load allocated .



- organisation of a continuing programme of staff induction .

- people to approach in times of need .

- subject induction .

- professional responsibilities, deadlines, punctuality, etc .

- classroom control techniques .

- use of resource materials .

- documents, forms, etc . likely to be needed in the first few weeks .

- school layout .

PHASE THREE - THE FIRST WEEKS

ASSUMPTION :

A . PRACTICAL MATTERS

Is the beginning teacher :

planning lessons carefully?

using prepared material to advantage?

watching the 'little things' that could

receiving help with organisational matters?

getting plenty of relief from

communicating with his or her

receiving visits while in the

the classroom?

immediate contact?

classroom?

The first person to person meetings with the Deputy should start
durina week one .

Opportunities should be created for the beginning teacher to 'learn'
with a more experienced teacher for a few lessons .

A word of praise where due will be a morale booster to the beqinner .
Equally he or she can be advised when 'mistakes' are beinq made .

The inservice, information programme for the whole staff will be under
way .

wreck his or her control?

When criticism is necessary a positive suggestion should also be given .
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B .

	

SEMINAR TOPICS

Small groups discussions could be held during the first weeks
and throughout the year .

ASSUMPTIONS :

(a) They can be led by a variety of people .

(b) The topics should be ones that the beginner needs to discuss .
Some require only an intelligent reading of a document .

(Methods adopted by some schools in handlincr individual items
are given in Appendices) .

PHASE FOUR - SEMINARS FOR THE WHOLE STAFF

ASSUMPTIONS :

(a) Items requiring immefdtate attention are dealt with during the
two staff induction days before the students return .

(b) Throughout the year staff seminars will discuss items

- of day to day affairs
- of a professional nature

The basis of these seminars will often be a printed statement
issued prior to the meeting to guide the discussion . Maybe a
revised statement will be issued after the seminar .

SUGGESTIONS FOR RUNNING THE SEMINARS

topic for the day announced day before the seminar . All staff
invited to join in the discussion .

'old' as well as newly-appointed staff invited to attend . Handouts
are given .

it is a discussion not a lecture .

small group or individual discussion follows e .q . in Deputy's
office .

12



SEMINAR TOPICS FOR PHASES THREE AND FOUR

ASSUMPTIONS :

(a)

	

Some form of instructional printed material will be supplied to
all staff for most of the items listed below .

(b) The staff special-duties roster will indicate who should be
approached for further information in many cases .

What might be- include in the full

Book Scheme
Senior responsibilities
Communication with parents
Audio-visual aids
Student standards
Professional behaviour
Teacher development
Teacher aides

Seminars for beginners only could include the above and the following :

Roll books
Forms (Absence etc .)
Programmes
Diaries
Communication with the student
Counsellor & the Fducation Dept.
Detention
Relationships with students
Relationships with parents

Items for which only printed

Seating arrangements
Classroom monitors
Use of the telephone
Tea money
Plan of the school
Bell times
Requisitions and purchases
Canteen
Relief lessons
Inservice
observation
conferences
travel claims

Sport coaching

Staff Inservice Programme?

13

Assessment
Prefects/S.R. C .
Homework
The Library
Classroom Management
Staff special duties
School Council matters
School rules
S. A . I . T . matters

Money collection
Report and V. G. cards
The local area
Excursions
Routine for Zeavers
Accidents and sick children
Legal responsibility of

teachers
Corporal punishment

information may- be- provided :

Yard duty
Reporting damage
Leave passes
Buses
Notification of absence
(staff)

Specialist room, bookings
Duplication and typing of
material
Assemblies
Other extra-curricular
activities
Inter-agency cooperation

1 3



" APPENDIX A

SWE HINTS FOR BFGINPaFRS

1 .

	

Be firm from the very beainnina . You can relax a little when you
feel in control of .the situation . Most children look for order,
firmness, fairness and forceful teaching . They have no respect
for inconsistent behaviour, laxness, the teacher courting
popularity at any price .

2 .

	

Boys and girls in Year 8 and Year 9 are children not youna adults .
Consequently :

- their vocabulary is still limited

- they need clear, simple instructions

- their concept forming ability is restricted

routine gives them a feeling of security which in turn
will give the teacher the opportunity to vary his methods
and create a healthy and pleasant classroom atmosphere .

they require training in the process of personal dignity
- neat work, the best they can give, tidy appearance, care
of property (personal and public), punctuality, courteous
behaviour, etc .

3 .

	

Your Principal and Deputies are concerned for your personal
welfare ; they are interested in your ideas, they want you to
contribute to the school's plannina and thinking processes .
They would welcome your approaches . Don't sit back waiting for
them to make the first move each time .

	

Don't be but-out' when
your every complaint, idea, wish, is not immediately implemented .

4 .

	

Mix with the whole staff in the staffroom . By listening you can
learn much, but be prepared to enter discussions .

5 .

	

If you find yourself taking senior students do not overestimate
their maturity . Because of the comparative closeness of your
ages you may try to treat them as your tertiary equals . They
are expecting leadership, guidance and maturity from you .

14



6 . Deputies and Senior staff are the key people in the schools
educational programme . You should lean heavily on them and
be prepared to follow their ideas, plans and instructions .
Equally, you should be prepared to ask for the help you require
from them .

7 . Be alert to the needs of others . Teaching is a cooperative
venture . Each time you omit to do something, however small,
you are making someone else's job more difficult (and often
your own too) .

8 . You will come to enjoy your career more quickly if you establish
some priorities for yourself . For example :

concentrate at first on 'straight forward' lessons, which
will give as many children as possible, some measure of
success .

- prepare your lessons thoroughly so that you can control the
situation .

- get to know your students as quickly as possible .

- keep a diary and enter dates as soon as they become known
to you .

- find out school assessment requirements .

- familiarise yourself with the school handbook if there is
one . Develop the habit of asking questions .

- mark homework and tests as soon as possible after they
have been set .

- learn to maintain a private life . Some out-of-hours work
is part of the job but you will be a more effective teacher
and lead a happier life if you keep an effective balance
between school work and leisure time .

9 . Find out all the resources available to you in the school ; how
to book them, how to use them and how to mould them into your
lesson .

10 . If your school has a Student Counsellor make a point of knowing
how he or she can help you .

11 . Be realistic . Attempt only the possible . For example, do not
make impossible threats, set unfair amounts of homework etc .
You will be made to look silly . In difficult situations or
confrontations, make sure to leave room for both parties to
manoeuvre .

1 5



II CLASSR00t' CONTROL

l . Self-discipline is a aoal we all aim for, but few students will
achieve this in a school situation . Therefore we need to maintain
a degree of teacher-imposed discipline while trainina students
to discipline themselves .

2 . Self-discipline requires :

- a clearly-defined, acceptable set of rules

- a desire to become self-directed

- help, reminders, rewards, explanations

- a sense of humour

- an appeal to common sense

3 . Where do you draw the line in this transference of teacher imposed
discipline to student discipline at any qiven time?

The answer depends on such things as :

- teacher's personality

- age of students

- size of class, personalities of students

- nature and aims of particular lesson

- needs of classes nearby

4 . Do not expect all students to be as hiahly motivated by academic
achievements as you were .

S . Some reasons why students become problems :

- influence and expectations of peer qroup

- example of teacher and what he/she will accept .

- difficulty of work beinq handled

- briaht students becoming bored

1 6



7 .

lack of student participation in the lessons - too much "chalk
and talk", not enough doing .

- medical defects - sight, hearing .

You :

influence of home environment - parents' attitude to school
is great influence .

students see their courses as irrelevant to their needs .

lack of ambition or aim.

repeated failures .

lack of a challenge in t! , e work being done .

desire for attention - adverse attention is better than none .

the student has a compounded sense of being treated unjustly
and seeks to alter this .

the student cannot read well, not even the text books .

confusion arising because of the emphasis you put on the course
e .g . various ways of introducing a new topic .

Y 6 . Successful control is the result of :

- you

- paying attention to a lot of small things

- your interest in the individual children you teach

- are your organised?

- have you prepared your lessons?

are you alert to the feelings of others?
Children experience the same feelings and turmoils that you do .
We have all to learn to live with them . They are still learning
this .

- are you tidy? punctual? alert to what is happening around you?
courteous? interested in others?

17
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- are you aware of the expectations that students and parents

have of you? Be realistic here . They are .

are you trying to ' buy' friendship? You should be tryina to

'earn' respect .

8 . These techniques are some ways of imposina control from without,

but remember -

(a) The most important single factor is the teacher's attitude
towards the people in his charge .

(h) Pesponsibility must be handed over to the students
progressively when they are ready for it .

(c) Control is not an end in itself, it is a means of achieving
an educational coal .

(d) Control is a product of the interaction between students
and teachers .

STUDENTS ARE PEOPLE - RFSPFCT SHOULD BF, MUTUAL

9 . Pay attention to a Lot of Small Thinas

- be punctual to all lessons and demand the same of your students .

- begin with 'good morning' or 'good afternoon' but not until
all students are quiet .

- make sure that they have all the necessary equipment readily
available .

- give simple, clear instructions and wait for all to carry them
out .

	

The power of silence ( oy urs) is quite great .
J

- watch for fidgets, daydreamers, books on lap, nudgers, hard-
workers, the attention seeker, etc .

- know your students by name quickly . Have them remain in the
same seat until you do know them.

- check for missina students . Check later with the class teacher
whether they are absent or not .

- rare is the genuine need to go to toilet durina lesson time .
Make the point that recess etc . i s for that .

speak for short periods only, make repeated use of questions ,
get them doing things, vary the approach constantly, watch for
students not keeping up with you .

18



make sure that any student movement is related to the task. in
hand .

- use the blackboard .

- beware of moving away from the front of the room until an
effective working atmosphere is created .

follow through . If you set homework be sure to check it - KEEP
A DIARY .

- be positive and confident - be over-firm at first .

- establish quickly acceptable forms of behaviour .

- never ignore an offence - you may choose to overlook it .

- particularise frequently (i .e . use names), qeneralise rarely .

- know your students, subjects and goaZs.

- establish routines .

- be fair and consistent .

- use praise but do not overdo it .

- be honest - if you do not know the answer, say so .'

- keep them busy .

- avoid threats, do not bluff .

- know ahead of time what action you will take if a difficult
situation arises .

- isolate or separate troublesome groups or students .

- do not be familiar - you are a teacher, not a personal friend .

- no 'one-upmanship' . Do not ridicule your students .

- insist on acceptable responses .

- use the diary to keep parents informed .

- when a circular goes home get replies from all .

- insist on a tidy classroom always .

- if you must send a student from the room be sure to give him
plenty to do and insist on it being done .

19
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- do not arque with students

- keep your cool - be re Z axed and corgi f'c?ent

- do not turn your back on the class for long periods . Remember
that you are relatinq to people, not the blackboard etc .

- support your colleagues . Students see you as the weak link if
you criticise or ignore requests .

- offer help and guidance to students but do not become closely
involved or you will lose your perspective .

Thus prevention is better than cure . From your first contact
with a class set, and insist on, standards .



APPENDIX B

TEACHING TECHNIQUES

I

	

DISCUSSION AND QUESTIONING IN CLASS

1 . Why Ask Questions?

To stimulate interest`

(2) To help students organise their ideas and reach a conclusion .

(3) To check effectiveness of your communication .

(4) To check effectiveness of student's learning .

(5) To recapture students not concentrating .

(6) To revise what has been learnt already

(7) To teach students to deduce answers for themselves - to
think effectively .

(8) To focus attention on a particular point .

2 . Types of Questions

(1) To begin a lesson by revising material or stimulating interest .

(2) To encourage wider participation - an open-ended auestion,
e .g . What do others think?

(3) To clarify .

(4) To generalise from a particular example .

(5) To reinforce by repetition using other examples .

(6) To check that a point is understood .

(7) To revise at end of lessson .

(8) To encourage students to do further research for themselves .

(9) To find out what students have gained out of that lesson .

21
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3 .

	

Points to watch

" Don't lecture . Don't talk too much . 2-3 minutes hetween
questions is probably enough for younger students .

" Individuals may not know much, but collectively they know a
great deal . Use their knowledge .

" Timing is important . Don't wait too long for an answer .
Generally 5-10 seconds is sufficient .

" Encourage, don't discourage . Never be sarcastic or cruel if a
student is wrong but is trying .

" Spread questions .t Don't always ask the same people . Be aware
of blind spots in the room .

" Make questions brief anO pointed . "How?"

" Name the student who is to answer at the end of the question not
the beginning .

" To encourage other students to listen more intently, avoid
repetition of students' answers .

" Avoid Yes/No questions as much as possible .

" Questions may seem obvious to you, but they are not always so to
the students . Keep them simple .

" Lessons are not lectures . Questioning should elicit as much as
the class knows . Your function is to spread that knowledge,
organise it into a pattern and fill in the gaps - not to convey
all that you know as quickly as possible .

" Allow time for students' questions during the lesson, and unless
they are obviously deliberate "red herrings", try to answer them
at the time . Very doubtful questions can be postponed until the
end of the lesson or after hours .

II USE OF BLACKBOARD

Its use will vary greatly according to the nature of the lesson .

Setting out is vital . Use underlining, capitals any? space .

When you plan your lesson, plan what will go on the board .
organise in advance .

Usually the main points dealt with in the lesson, definitions,
conclusions, etc ., should be on the board at the end of the lesson .

Don't turn your back on the class for long periods .

Learn to write using your arm, not your wrist .

Don't block the view of the same students all the time .

	

Alternate .

Movable blackboards allow you to reveal work a little at a time .

Show courtesy to the next teacher . Don't fill the whole board, write
"Please Leave", and expect it all to be there next day .

See that the board is cleaned at the end of your lesson and available
to others .

22



III NARRATION

The skilful use of voice is an effective teacher's greatest aid,
no matter at what level he or she is teaching. The use of eyes
and facial expression are a vital part of narration if children's
interests are to be aroused and then maintained .

The young teacher should. consider and evaluate his or her voice
production with reference to :

* pitch -

* volume -

* tone -

* clarity of

* speed -

* vocabulary -

* projection -

production -

* did I allow for ace, year level
of how much narration - bearing
child or the more difficult the
the attention span?

is the voice too high or too low?

2 3

too loud or too soft? The new teacher
will come to realise that noisy narration
will produce a noisy class response - thus
creating disciplinary problems, and an
exhausted teacher by the end of the first
week .

harsh or mellow?

clear enunciation of vowels and consonants,
pronunciation -

	

or slurred?

too "racey" or halting?

is the choice of words suitable or is the
vocabulary beyond or below students?

are words "swallowed" or easily heard
from the rear of the room?

is the speech natural or "affected"?

Narration must be considered in the preparation of lessons, and
the newly appointed teacher should ask of himself_ or herself :

* did I allow in preparation for narration to be broken by
some activity?

* did I find that children were becoming restless and inattentive
durina my narrative type lessons?

* did I plan the use of my voice and dramatic aualities
I hope that these would just" "hapr)eri ff ?

23
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IV

	

GROUP WORK

l .

	

Why Group?

A basic distinction can he made between groups set up primarily
for the case of teaching, and aroups set up primarily to aid
children's learning .

There are three basic reasons for grouping :

i

	

Interest or instructional groups for curriculum studies
ii

	

Organizational group for classroom management
iii

	

Social groups for interaction

2 .

	

Types of Groups

Basically grouping is carried out on the basis of heterooenity or
homogeneity .

(a) Homogeneous grouping can be based on

i Achievement
ii Chronological age
iii Multiple track
iv

	

Mental age

(b) Heterogeneous grouping can be based on

i

	

Plulti-age groups (family or vertical grouping)
ii

	

Interest areas
iii Random selection

3 .

	

Some Questions to be asked before Grouping

(a) Has my classroom technique developed to the extent that I can
effectively manage more than one group operating in a room at
one time?

(b) In terms of desired outcomes, why do I want to use groups?

(c) Do the children have sufficient skills in the more informal
nature of small group work so as to benefit from that activity?

(d) Is my aroupina activity part of a developmental programme
designed to increase the students' effectiveness and
confidence within a group situation?

(e) Is the method of grouping compatible with the desired
outcomes of the educational exercise?

24



V AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS

1 . Most schools have a variety of A-V materials, which can be
valuable for teaching, provided that they are used wisely .

2 . Early in the year, make a point of finding out exactly what
A-V facilities your school has, where they are kept, and
who the "experts" are who take care of them.

3 . Do not use them simply as entertainment . Their use should
satisfy specific learning objectives, and they should slot
fairly naturally into a lesson or sequence of lessons .

4 . Prepare yourself for using them beforehand, by becoming closely
familiar with whichever ones you plan to use . Determine just
what objectives they can satisfy .

5 . Where possible, plan the use of aids and facilities well ahead,
to ensure that they are available when you want them .

7 .

	

Prepare your students beforehand, so that they know what to look
or listen for. Worksheets for them to answer can be useful ;
you can always replay sections of films or tapes in order to
allow students time to make specific observations .

8 . Ensure that viewing or listening conditions are suitable .
Closed, darkened rooms, for example, can become stuffy and
not conducive to effective learning.

2 5

6 . As part of your preparation, make sure that special arrangements
for furniture, projectors, etc . are complete before the lesson .

9 . Assess the effectiveness of the materials you use, by some
kind of follow-up exercise with your students .



VI

	

IISF OF RESOURCE CENTRE

1 .

	

Meet the Centre staff

2 .

	

Learn where everything is and how the Centre works

3 .

	

PZan Resource Centre lessons

(a) choose the topic/topics in relation to the unit of
work to be studied

(b) Have a definite purpose for the assignment
Do you want students to learn about an event, . person or place?
Do you want students to be convinced of a point of view?

(c) List aspects of the topic so that each student or group
of students can cover specific areas .

(d) Find relevant subject headings in the catalogue

(e) Ask the Resource teachers to make a list of available
material (including A/v software) and tell them the
number and level of students doing the assignment and
how long materials will be needed .

4 .

	

IN THE CLASSROOM

(a) Set the assignment, discuss it with the class to ensure
that they understand the purpose and scope of the work
to be done .

(b) Book the Centre for the necessary lessons .

S .

	

IN THE CENTRE

(a) Ask the resource teacher to give a short introductory talk
and allow students to gain general idea of Catalogue
subject headings and location of materials .

(b) Ideally, for subsequent lessons the class should be broken
into small groups. Durina these lessons each student or
group can ao to the Centre to work with Resource teachers
to learn how to use the catalogue and find materials .

6 .

	

The results should be that students cover their assignment and
learn information finding skills .

7 .

	

If you feel that materials on some aspects of the topic were
not available in the Centre tell the staff as such feedback
is important in building a relevant collection .

6
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' I

	

EXCURSIONS AND YOUR RESPONSIBILITY

'

	

This section refers in particular to your responsibilities when
you take students out of the school for an excursion .

A. RESPONSIBILITIES

There are four major areas of responsibility which apply to
any excursion undertaken in the name of the school . Those to
whom you owe a debt of responsibility are :

t

(1) the students and their parents
(2) yourselves
(3) the subject
(4) the school

1 . The responsibility to PROTECT the uninterested and the
irresponsible from the possible consequences of their own
actions . You are 'in loco parentis' - LEGALLY . The 'risk
note' does not absolve you from taking all due care, in fact
it is an undertaking by you that you will do so! Be aware
of the trouble-makers before you leave, and if you cannot
handle them, DON'T TAKE THEM!! However, if you are to enjoy
the experience you must EXPECT THE BEST and BE PREPARED FOR
THE WORST.

2 . The responsibility to preserve your physical/mental/professional/
financial well-being . An incident unforeseen and unprepared
for, or which you are ill equipped to handle, could jeopardise
one or all of the above . DON'T ATTEMPT THE IMPOSSIBLE and BF
WARY OF TROUBLE-MAKERS .

' 3 . The responsibility to present your subject in its best light .
If you feel that it is NOT your subject, then don't qo! There
is no room for a half-hearted excursion - you must believe in
the value of what you are doinq and have the expertise to
accomplish it . A short well prepared excursion is better

'

than a longer ill-conceived one .

4 . The responsibility to preserve, or add to, the good name of
the school . Yours is not the only qroup ever qoinq on an
excursion, others have to follow in your footsteps .
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B . PLANNINr

1 .

	

Preliminary stages - ask yourself these cauestions-

(a) Is an excursion necessary to consolidate current work ;
to offer an experience unavailable elsewhere ; to summarise
and/or place a section of the course in perspective?

If the answer to any of these it YES, then proceed .
If it is NO, forget it - there is no valid basis for
an excursion .

(b) Is there a place close enough and accessible which is
suited to your aims?
Visit the area first if possible, check entry requirements,
visiting days and hours, and likely transport costs .

(c) Is there a suitable day on which this might be accomplished?
Check term calendar for special events, sports days, camps,
large conferences, etc ., then check the general timetable
for art, craft, music or any other subject where a day
away could cost all or most of the week's lessons .

(d)

	

Is there a member of staff willing and able to assist on
the excursion?

Remember your own well-being - you must have both a male
and a female supervisor for any co-ed Group that you
take so that any illness, accident or particularly
difficult discipline problem can be handled on the spot .
Someone who knows the class is an asset .

If all of these preliminary stages are negotiated, establish a
check list .

THEN AND ONLY THEN

2 .

	

Circularise parents as to feasibility

3 .

	

Notify class of possible date/cost

4 .

	

Book (or confirm) bus hire, entry requirements

5 .

	

Issue consent forms and collect money . A properly filled in
consent form can give most of the information parents need .

READ CIRCULAR NO .

	

RE LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Further material of the type contained it these appendices w,*ZZ br
sent to Schools at= rcguZar intervals .
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